PKM: Small donation, big impact

Elbphilharmonie Hamburg
A New and Impressive Landmark for Hamburg
As a leading supplier of software solutions
for property and plant construction, Conclude jumped on the opportunity to lend
strong support to this extraordinary project by providing its PKM Project Room
free of charge! Project members access the
PKM over a secure Internet link and are
using it as a central distribution hub for
project documents PKM is providing the
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Conclude Gm bH –
serving smart solutions
Launched in Düsseldorf in 2002, Conclude
is a high-quality service provider offering
innovative and proven software tools for
complex construction projects, on Software as a Service (SaaS) basis.
Delivering its solutions on a SaaS basis
means that Conclude handles all system
hosting, service and support as a service.
The second PKM was launched in August 2009 for HOCHTIEF Construction. As
the general contractor of this project
HOCHTIEF uses PKM for the CAD review
processes and for the detail design process
management. The PKM workflow engine is
heavily utilized and more than 50.000
documents and tasks have been imported
and assigned within the first month. Conclude’s ability to handle large projects and
smooth integrations quickly with the project owner’s PKM tipped the scales in favor
for PKM as the project e-center for the
general contractor HOCHTIEF Construction.

Purchase costs for hardware and additional
essential software licenses are not incurred. The rental charge is based solely
on the number of registered users working
on a given project. There are no hidden
incremental costs for data storage, traffic,
(technical) support or configuration
changes. The monthly rent includes all ServicePoint functions. Besides the PKM Project Space, Conclude supplies other integrated solutions for proactive management of budgets, costs, risks and defects.
Conclude also delivers special solutions for
machinery inventory, facility management
and for implementing noise protection
programs – all as location-independent
Software as a Service via the Internet.

The PKM virtual project space alone is currently supporting more than 25,000 users in over
1000 projects involving a construction volume in excess of 80 billion Euros, in 38 different
countries and 13 different language versions. Our customers include Accor, Airbus, BBI,
BMW, BBVA, Drees & Sommer, Deutsche Bank, Dresdner Bank, ECB, Fichtner, Grupo Stadia,
HochTief , Mercedes-Benz, Munich Re, Roche, Schott, Siemens and UBS.

